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Contrast Enhancement in Mammogram forEarly 

Diagnosis of Breast Cancer based onFuzzy Rule 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 Breast cancer[1] is one of the leading causes of death among women. It focuses mainly 

on women with age limit 40 and above. Mammogram is one of the screening method for 

diagnosis of breast cancer at its early stage. Mammogram[2] is an X-ray of the breast that can 

exhibit the abnormalities. But Radiologists fail to detect 10% to 30% of the masses which 

may lead to unnecessary biopsy or disease unidentified. Hence a good imaging technique [4] 

is needed to improve the accuracy of diagnosis for assisting the Radiologists.Fuzzy technique 

is one of the fast and effective method to enhance the contrast of the mammogram. This paper 

discusses about the effectiveness of using fuzzy rule based technique in identifying the masses 

in the breast. The dataset of 100 mammogram from DDSM[11] is taken for experimentation 

to analyze the performance of the fuzzy rule based contrast enhancement technique. The 

dataset is tested with algorithm based on fuzzy rule-based contrast enhancement and 

histogram equalization technique. The experimentation results shows that the contrast 

enhancement based on fuzzy technique gives better results compared with histogram 

equalization method. 

 

Key words:Digital Database for Screening Mammography(DDSM), Radiologist, Histogram, 

Contrast enhancement, masses. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Image Enhancement techniques [13] is very important in medical image analysis that 

needs human interpretation. Contrast of mammogram is decided by the color and brightness of 

the object with other objects. There are more number of techniques that improve the 
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appearance of the image. One image enhancement technique will not be suitable for all the 

applications. In diagnosis of breast cancer the mammogram is to be analyzed by the 

radiologists. After the contrast of an mammogram is enhanced the enhanced mammogram can 

also be given as a better input for the automated image processing system or it can be analyzed 

by the radiologists. The performance evaluation of contrast enhancement algorithms is usually 

user defined and also depends on the image quality and its area of application. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1 Histogram Equalization 

Histogram[6] is the graphical representation of an image. It shows the number of pixels 

in an image at each different intensity levels found in that image. 

 

 

 
 

 

In an grayscale image with 8-bit there are 256 possible intensities ranging from 0 to 255 and so 

the histogram will graphically display 256 numbers showing the distribution of pixels among 

those grayscale values. 

 
Consider that for an instance the intensity levels are quantities which are dis-continuous within a 

range of [0,1] and let )(rp
r

is the probability density function of the intensity levels in a given 

image, Where the subscript is used for splitting the probability density function of the input and 
output images. 
  
 We perform the following transformation on the input levels to get an output intensity 
levels s. 
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Here w is a dummy variable of integration, It can be shown that the probability density function 
of the output levels is uniform. 
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Fig1 : Mammogram of a breast and its histogram 
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 The preceding transformations generates an image whose intensity levels are equally 
likely and in addition cover the entire range [0,1]. The result of this intensity level equalization 
process is an image with increased dynamic range which will tend to have higher contrast. When 
dealing with discrete quantities we work with histograms and call the preceding technique 
histogram equalization for discrete quantities we work with summations and the equalization 
transformation becomes 
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For k=0,1,2….. L-1, where sk
is the intensity value in the output image corresponding to 

value r k
in the input image. Transformation functions used to map the intensity values from 

the input image 

 

The histogram of a digital image with L total possible intensity levels in the range [0,G] 

is defined as the discrete function  kk nrh )(  Where rkis the kth intensity level in the interval 

[0,G] and nk is the number of pixels in the image whose intensity level is rk. The value of G is 

255 for images of class uint8, 65535 for images of class uint16, and 1.0 for floating point 

images. Note that G=L-1 for images of class uint8 and uint16. 

 

Table1. Histogram Equalization 

Gray Level 

(Intensity 

Level) 

nk 

(No of 

pixels) 

PDF CDF (L-1)*CDF Round Off 

0 122 0.03 0.03 0.21 0 

1 81 0.02 0.05 0.35 0 

2 790 0.19 0.24 1.68 2 

3 1023 0.25 0.49 3.43 3 

4 850 0.21 0.70 4.9 5 

5 656 0.16 0.86 6.02 6 

6 245 0.06 0.92 6.44 6 

7 329 0.08 1 7 7 

 Sum= 4096     

 

As illustrated in Table1, In an 8-bit gray scale image the probability density function(PDF) is 

calculated using the formula 

 

ValuesSumofPixel

nsityLevelAtEachIntePixelValue
PDF   

The Cumulative Density Function (CDF) is calculated by assigning the first value of PDF to the 

cumulative density function at intensity level 0 and then iteratively adding the adjacent values till 
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it reaches the last intensity level. The final value for the cumulative intensity function will 

always be 1. 

 

Table2. Equalized Histogram 

Gray 

Level 

(Intensity) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

No of 

Pixel 

=122+81 

=203 

0 790 1023 0 850 =656+245 

=901 

329 

 

2.2 Fuzzy logic for image enhancement 

 When using fuzzy sets for spatial filtering[4], the basic approach is to define fuzzy 

neighborhood properties that capture the essence of what the filters are supposed to detect. For 

example we can develop a fuzzy boundary detection (Enhancement) algorithm[10] based on the 

following fuzzy statement. If a pixel belongs to a uniform region, then make it white; else make it 

black. When black and white are fuzzy variables, To express the concept of a “Uniform region” in 

fuzzy terms we can consider the intensity differences between the pixel at the center of the 

neighborhood and its neighbors. Consider a 3x3 pixel neighborhood and its corresponding 

intensity differences between the center pixels and its neighbors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Only d2,d4,d6 and d8 are used here to simplify the discussion, The differences between the center 

pixel and each of the neighbors form the sub image of size 3x3. Where d i
 denotes the intensity 

differences between the i
th

neighbor and the center point. The following four IF-THEN rules and 

one ELSE rule implement the fuzzy statement. 
 

IF d 2
 is zero AND d 6

 is zero THEN z5
is white 

IF d 6
 is zero AND d 8

 is zero THEN z5
is white 

IF d 8
 is zero AND d 4

 is zero THEN z5
is white 

IF d 4
 is zero AND d 2

 is zero THEN z5
is white 

ELSE  z5
 is black. 

 
Where zero is fuzzy also the consequent of each rules defines the values to which the intensity of  

 

z1 z2 z3 

z4 z5 z6 

z7 z8 z9 

 

 

d1 d2 d3 

d4 d5 d6 

d7 d8 d9 

 

Fig 2: (a) 3x3 Pixel Neighborhood           (b) Intensity difference between the  

center pixels and its neighbors 
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the center pixel ( z5
) is mapped. That is, the statement “THEN z5

is white” means that the 

intensity of the pixel located at the center of the neighborhood is mapped to white. These rules 
state that the center pixel is considered to be the part of a uniform region if the intensity 
differences are zero otherwise it is considered a black (boundary) pixel. 

 

3. METHODS 

Radiologists[5] while analyzing a mammogram rely on visual features like shape, size 

and margin. This requires more experience and may also lead to false interpretation. The 

quality of an image depends on several factors, if contrast is good the object will be visible. 

The degree of contrast of a mammogram is based on the features of the object and the imaging 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E=entropy(I) returns E, a scalar value representing the entropy of grayscale image I. Entropy is 

a statistical measure of randomness that can be used to characterize the texture of the input 

image. 

 

Proposed Algorithm 

Steps: 

1. Input mammogram image(I). 

2. Apply the Fuzzy logic technique to locate the pixels belonging to uniform region. 

3. Identify the intensity values at each pixel using the histogram. 

4. If the Pixel value is < n, mark it as white else black. 

5. Calculate the entropy to identify high variations between pixels. 

6. Compare the result with histogram equalization technique. 

7. Stop. 

 

Input 

Mammogram 

Image 

Fuzzy Logic 

Technique 

Enhanced 

Output Image 

Histogram 

Equalization 

Technique 

Enhanced 

Output Image 

Fig 3: Proposed System 

Enhanced Output 

Image will be the 

Input for an 

automated system for 

further analysis 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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Table 3: Entropy values for the datasets 

Mammogram 

 

Image Intensity Properties (Average 

Entropy) 

Histogram 

Equalization 
Fuzzy Method 

Data Set1 8.11 11.15 

Data Set2 9.10 9.01 

Data Set3 8.53 11.64 

Data Set4 9.45 11.30 

 

 
 

 

 

Entropy[6] gives the information about the huge local variations in the mammogram that is 

+associated with the image contrast and also the visibility of the features like masses. The 
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Fig 4: (a) Original image with histogram Fig 4: (b) Contrast Enhanced Histogram  
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Fig 4: (c) Original image with histogram Fig 4: (d) Fuzzy based Enhancement with 
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Fig5 : Comparison Graph 
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visual changes that are expected depend on the image intensity properties that are derived from 

the image histogram information. 

 

CONCLUSION  

 This study conduct experiments on a four set of 25 mammograms each obtained from the 

DDSM database. The contrast enhancement is done for all the four set of mammogram images 

using Fuzzy technique[6] and histogram equalization technique[4], the experiment results 

shows that the fuzzy technique yields better results compared to histogram equalization 

technique for enhancing the contrast of the mammogram image. 
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